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Student Senate Considers
Changes in Grading System
1

By DAVID R. BEAM
MONDAY NIGHT'S Student Senate meeting establis.h ed a com mittee to investigate the possibility of eliminating grades and r ejected a report fa voring a n
11-point grading s1y stem.
A COMMITTEE to study the
merits of various grading systems
was established several weeks ago
with Martha Miller as chairman.
The group contacted schools using
3~point, 4-point, 11-point and passfail methods of rating student performance . In a report presented
Monday, Miller indicated that the
11-point system seemed most
practical for Lawrence.
Under this system, grades would
be recorded ..as 11 (A), 10 (A-),
etc. Miller said her committee
felt that this method would eliminate most of the present grade
problems and would be acceptable

•

to school administrato~.
She noted that dissatisfaction
with the present system resulted
primarily from the fact that AaBC-D-F grade divisions are not accurate · indicators of academic
achievement. !Many students, she
said, believe that the difference
between a plus and minus grade
is significant enough to rate separate values in the calculated
gradepoint.
TIIlS REPORT, however, was
received critically by many representatives who felt that Lawrence should be moving toward
ungraded classes. Any change
now might make this further
change more difficult in the near
future .
Another representative noted
that the 11-point system could in
no way be considered ,a compromise between the present meihod and ungraded classes. H, he
stated, the Senate feels that the

ungraded

system

is

it

warded to the student-faculty com-

should issue a report to that effeet, regardless of its seeming impr,acticality at the present m oment. Brought to a vote, the re-

best,

mittee.
One representative, noting that
recently St. Olaf enacted policies
which guarantee every freshman
that his college expenses will not
be increased during his fou_r years,
asked if Lawrence might not" mtroduce similar proceedures. He
said that in his case tuition expenses had come to $600 more
than planned.
A MOTION was adopted recommending that some provision be
made to limit expense increa:;es,
or at least forewarn freshmen of
the possrbility of such increases.
Nat Tileston read a request for
funds from the Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating committee, and
he moved that the proceeds from
the Talent show be given to that

port favoring an 11-point system
was defeated.
ANOTHER representative mov-

ed that the registrar be asked to
include plus and minus grades on
transcripts sent to graduate
schools. At present, grades are
marked at an even letter value.
This motion carried and will be
forwarded to proper authorities.
A final motion on this subject
.asked that the grading committee be re-established to investigate no-grade systems and that
it ~sue a report on this subject
in the near future.. This proposal was accepted, and Martha
Miller was re-appointed chairman.

The car-rule committee, headed by J ay Mancini, also issued
its report last week. This group
was formed for a clarification of
car regulations.
READING the rule as it now
stands, Macini noted that both the
use and "maintenance" of a motor vehicle is now prohibited. He
said that in many cases stude11ts
wish to keep cars in storage near
campus to use as transportation
over vacations.
He and other representatives
indicated that often seemingly
justifiable requests of this nature
have been rejected by the committee on administration. The report was voted approval and for-

Hopfensperger Will Direct
Preselltation of 'Wild Duck'
THE SECOND major theatre production of the
year, Henrik Ibsen's "The Wild Duck," will be presented February 24-28 in Stansbury theatre. Jos1eph A.
Hopfensperger, assistant professor
of theatre and drama and director of the play, describes "The
Wild Duck" as "probably the most
puzzling and enigmatic of Ibsen's
plays."
IBSEN, says Hopfensperger, is
generally recognized to be "the
grandfather of realism as we
know it." He tries to give his
characters depth instead of being
satisfied with the conventional,
tw~dimensional stereotypes.
Yet Ibsen's realism is a realism "controlled by fantasy" much the converse of the production of Milne's "Toad of Toad
Hall" last year, in which "fantasy was controlled by realism."
i

Hopfensperger suggests "that
Ibsen, the great man of modern
and realistic tradition, was even
more deeply a romanticist

"Ibsen was a realist outside, a
fanticist inside. Realism controlled by fantasy produces the
supple strength, fine irony and
rich polyphony of 'The Wild
Duck'."
THE PLAY is labeled "comitragedy," and both elements comedy and tragedy-are grounded in the characters rather than
in the · situations. Ibsen, says
Hopfensperger, is "poking fun
both at mankind and at himself''
-a mankind that is imperfect,
llllable to understand, accept and
appreciate the world as it is.
"Ibsen preserved his integrity
with such marvelous vigilance

that he could even see the druigers of losing integrity by obsession with integrity-one of the
themes of 'The Wild Duck'."
P. K. Allen portrays the part of

Gregers Werle, a young man with
a deformed conscience and very
little insight, who is obsessed not
only with his own integrity, but
with everyone else's as well.
ms EFFORTS to "save" his
friend Hjalmar, played by Jack
'Swanson, from disillusionment
about himself' and his marriage,
bring nothing but confusion and
grief to Hjalmar, his wife Gina
played by Alice Wilde; their
daughter Hedwig played by Susan
C~twright, and Hjalmar's father the Old Ekdal, portrayed by
Jeff Jones.
Reiling, the one character in the
play who seems to be aware of
Greger's potential for destruction, will be played by Winsor
Whiton. Bill Barton is cast as the
old Werle and Kathy Lipp ,as his
housekeeper and future wife, Mrs.
Sorby.

Crew heads for the production
are Greg Dery, construction; Bill
Wolff, stage; Debbie Waite, paint;
Jim I.Jannon, lights ; Chuck Hoffman, sound; Ben Tilghman,
props; Cheri Torkelson, costumes; Sandy McDonald, makeup, and Charlie Clapp, ushers.
.Hopfensperger has chosen B. J.
Hoos as his assistant director. Ted
Katzoff will be stage manager.

orgrutization.

President Tony Valukas said
thal the Variety show seemed to
offer the best opportunity for raising money. He noted that in the
past the show has made a profit,
and conceivably $300 might be
earned · for SNCC this year.
The motion was accepted, and
Bud Walsh and Judy Michalowski were appointed chairmen in
charge of publicity and ticket
sales.

Chipenda To Speak
On Faith In Africa
Jose Chipenda, a pastor from
Angola, Africa, will visit Lawrence .from February 17-20 to give
a italk on the Christian mission
in Africa. Under the auspices of
the National Student Christian
federation and the co-ordination
of the Rev. Claud Thompson, Chipenda intends to explore the dimensions of the Christian faith.
The program will begin at 10:40
a.m. Thursday, Feb. 18, in the
Art center lecture room, where
Chipenda will give his opening
speech discussing the political,
social, economic and religious aspects of the mission of the
Church. In conjunction with this
speech, Chipenda will include his
survey on the African situation.
To meet with students, Chipenda will be available in the Union
on Thursday and Friday, Feb. 1819, to counsel students regarding
opportunities for service and
study here and abroad.
Chipenda has been studying in
this country since 1960 at the
Hartford Seminary foundation,
where he received his B.D. degree, and Columbia universi·ty. In
1961, Chipenda represented the
Angolian Church at the third
general assembly of the World
Council of Churches in New Delhi, India.
Anyone with questions should
contact Ann Kesselring, Dan Foster, David Foxgrover, Chuck Bennison, Dick Stuart, Percy Smer,ek or Frank Tompson.
OVERDUE BOOKS

H. A. Bru,baker, librarian,
has announced that the library
will now send studen~ a 24hour adv.ance notice on overdue books. This means that
if the student returns the books
on the day he receives the
notice, he will not be fined.

SCIENCE Colloquium speaker Dr. Preston C. Hammer
chairman of the department of numerica l analysis i~
the University of Wisconsin, talked on "The Role and
Nature of Mathematics" last Tues.day.

Winter Weekend to Feature
Bowling, Trip to Milwaukee
DURING WINTER weekend, which begins at 4 :30
p.ni. next Thursday and ends at 8 a.m. the following
Monday, many varied events will take place on campus including a movie Thursday
night, trips to a play in Milwaukee on Friday night and to a
hockey game in Green Bay on
Saturday nighf, a bowling party
on Friday afternoon and an
" event" at the Quarry on Saturday night.
THE LIBRARY will be open
regular hours throughout the
weekend, but meal times have
been changed beginning Friday
morning. Breakfast will be served
from 8:20-8:30 a.m., luncheon
from 12--12:15 p.m. (112:30-12:45 on
Sunday), and dinner from 5: 305: 45 p.m.
All inter-collegiate
sports events will be played as
scheduled, although there are no
home games.
On Thursdoay night the movie,
"Beat the Devil," will be shown
at 7 p.m. in Stansbury theatre,
and on FricJay afternoon lanes at
the 41 Bowl have been set aside
for student use. The cost will be
50 cents per hour .and transporta-

tion will be arranged.

The gym

will be open Friday and Saturday

afternoons.

Friday afternoon a group of students will travel to Milwaukee for
dinner and the theatre to see
Shakespeare's "The Tempest."
Tickets for this performance are
no longer available.
SATURDAY night a trip will
leave at about 6: 30 for a hockey
game at Green Bay. Tickets for
the game are available for $US,
payable at the business office by
3:30 p.m. on Tuesday. Bill Scott,
chairman of the Win·ter weekcnff
committee said that bus transportation may be arranged for both
of these trips, but he noted that
this provision depends on the num1b er of participants.
Finally, on Saturday night the
social committee of SS, in conjunction with the Winter weekend
committee, is arranging bus trans•
portation to and from the Quarry.

Works by Villa-Lobos
Will Highlight Concert
MUSIC BY Heitor Villa-Lobos, renowed 20th century Brazilian composer, will highlight the program
of .the 24-voice Coro do Basil at 8: 15 p-. m. tonight at
Lawrence university Memorial
chapel. The concert is third in
the Lawrence-Community Artist
Series season.
THE CORO is led by Isaac Karabtchevy, 30 - year - old Brazilian
conductor. Soloist with the group
is contralto Maria Lucia Godoy,
one of South America's leading
young singers. The ensemble is
on its first North American tour.
Villa-Lobos, who lived from
1887-1959, left .an indelible mark
not only on Latin American music, but throughout the world. His
work at gathering Brazilian folk
music and Indian lore, his role as
an educator, .and his eventual contributions to the modern music
repertoire were all notable.
Among his more than 2000

scores, his best works are
short, lyric forms. Their pungent,
vigorous style vividly reflects the
primitive beauty of native Brazilian music.
ON TONIGHT'S program are
five such settings. One is a native love song ; two sing of war
and death; another celebrates the
grace of "canide-ioune," a yellow
jungle bird of rare beauty; and
the last tel.ls of the rising of the
new moon.
Miss Godoy will be featured in

performances of three songs by
Debussy set to poems by Charles
d'Orleans.

Other soloists are Hilda Soares
Fonsea, soprano; Joan Bosco S.
Roche, tenor; and Simao Fabiano
M . Lacerda, baritone.

Tarr Announces

Memorial Fund
President Curtis W. Tarr has
announced that a memorial fund
for Arthur C. Denney, whose
name was synonymous with Lawrence athletics from 1923 to his
death in December, 1964 has been
established at Lawrence.
Although the exact form the
memorial is to take is still to be
determined, Tarr. stated that a
plaque in Alexander gymnasium
will be the first goal, "commemorating his long service to Lawrence students through those facilities which he helped to deslgn
and create. U there are additional
funds, possibly they will be used
for scholarships."
The alumni and development offices at Lawrence will gather thefund.
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Mademoiselle
Elects Senior

Announcements

For Board

AT THE Philosophy club meeting las.t Monday night,
Vance Kasten spoke on "A View or Value." After a
short exposition on his coi:c.epti?n of the. good~ he attempted to defend his pos1t10n m open dis,cuss10n.

Air Force Announces
New ROTC Program
SIGNIFICANT changes in the air force's traditional ROTC program were announced this month under
the provisions of the ROTC Vitalization act of 1964.
The new two-yea~ feature of the
program allows interest~ and
qualified students to substitute a
six-week field training course for
the first two years of the program
and then enter advanced ROTC.
COMPETITION for career assignments as air force officers
has been tmditionaUy a four-year
requirement.
The new two-year program,
which is expected to be offered
in most schools with AFROTC,
permits students who did not enroll in the AFROTC basic course
during their freshman and sophomore years, to begin their officer
training in the junior year.
Applications for enrollment are
now being accepted. Students applying for the two-year program
must qualify on the Air Force Officer Qualifying test, pa!?s a medical examination, appear before
an interview board, and successfully complete the new six-week
field training course in the summer of 1965.
ACTUAL enrollment in the pr~
gram as a cadet begins in Sep-

tember 1965.
Each advanced
course cadet will receive approxi. tely . $lOOO in cash payments
the two-year program,
payed in quarterly amounts of
$120.
Membership in the Air
force reserve is required under
the new legislafion.
Other changes brought about
by the new legislation include a
reduction in classes from fi~e to
three per week in the advall<!ed
course, an updated curriculum
.and authority to provide four-year
tuition and fees to selected students in areas needed by the Air
force. Details of this scholarship
program will be announced at a
later date.
Interested students are urged
to contact Lt. Col. Newstrom as
soon as possible to begin the nccessary testing and application procedures.
All processing for entry into
the two-year program must be
completed by May l so that orders
can be issued assigning applicants
to the six-week field training
course.

:I:i~ing

,B . Jo Kounovsky will represent
Lawrence university this year on
Mademoiselle 's national Coll~ge
board, composed of winners of the
magazine's annual College _b oa:d
competition. The contest 1s aesigned to recogniz.e young women
with talent in art, writing, editing,
photography, layout, fashion design, merchandising, retail promotion advertising.
Board members fi;om the U.S.,
Canada and abroad , were selected
on the basis of entries they submitted showing ability in one of
these fields.
The girls will remain on the
college hoard until they are graduated. During that time, they will
report regularly to the magazrne
on events at their colleges.
All college board members are
eligible to compete for the twenty
guest editorships awarded by the
magazine each May. To win one
of the top twenty prizes, they submit a second entry which shows
specific aptitude for magazine
work.
The twenty guest editors go to
New York to spend June as salaried employees of Mademoiselle.
They help write, illustrate and
edit Mademoiselle's · August college issue, sharing offices with the
regular members of the staff.
The 1964 guest editors had a special bonus-a flying trip to England , where they visited Stratford
and Oxford between stays in London.

WLFM Requests
Student Petitions
WLFM is now accepting petitions for staff positions. Petitions for chief operator, chief announcer, music director, record
librarian, news director, sports
director, general manager, special
projects director, traffic manager
and program director are open.
Interested students should contact Joseph A. Hopfensperger in
the Music-Drama center or Chuck
Hoffman, 120 Trever, with questions or petitions.

The OUTAGAMIE COUNTY BANK

F-A-S-T

F. D. I. C.

~********************************************·'

Film
Processing
•

Anscochrom and
Ektachrome
Brought in before 4: 30
Ready next day 4:00

•

Kodochrome and
Kodacolor
Two Day Service

•

Black and white
Brought in by 9 a.m.
Ready same day
Large Selection of
CONTEMPORARY
GREETING CARDS

ideal photo
222 E. College Ave.

DIANA

•

PRICES

FROM

$125 TO

$1600

Sam Belinke
Jewelers
College at Oneida

"Your Trusted J ewe le r"

Interviews:

The following people will be on cal?pus this week
to interview interes,ted students. See Miss Do~r at the
placement office, Sampson house, for further mformation and to sched ule appointments.
Internal Revenue Service .................. .. Monday, Feb. 8
Kaukauna, Wisconsin Schools ........ Monday, Feb. 8.
Aetna Casualty and Surety Co ..... .... Tuesday, Feb. 9
Wood Conversion Co ..... ......... ............. Tuesday, Feb . 9
(summer employment also)
Wisconsin Telephone Co ......... .. .. Wednesday, Feb . 10
RECITAL:
Nan Orthmann, a student of Theodore Rehl, will
present a piano recital at 8 :15 p.m.,. M?nday, Feb.
8 in Harper hall. Her program will mclude the
"Toccata in G Minor," by Bach; ''Pour le Piano,'~
by Debussy; and the "Sonate No. 3, Op. 46," by
Kabalevsky.

Appleton Musicians to Join
In First Orchestra Concert
FOUR CONDUCTORS and approximately 100 symphony musicians are involved in the public concert
planned by the Lawrence Univers,i ty Chamber orchestra and string players from Appleton public schools at 4 p.m., Sunday Feb. 7 in the Memorial
chapel.
'
THE OCCASION is the Lawrence orchestra's first concert of
the season . Seventy-five public
school musicians will participate
in the program's final work, the
"Concerto Grosso for Three String
Orchestras," by Ralph VaughanWilliams.
Conductors for the concert are
Kenneth Byler and Dr. Edg.ar M.
Turrentine, associate professors
of music, who will direct the 1953
"Concerto for Brass," _by Merle
Hogg. Members of the hrgh school
faculty will assist.
The Vaughan-Williams concerto
involves three groups of string
players. They are, in the composer's own words , the "Concertina,"

Best•LOVed Banquet

Will Honor Seniors

"Appleton's Most Convenient Bank"
ME MBE R

For the purpose of arousing student interest . in vari~ oncam
,and nearby even~. the Lawrentian will run this column~ch week. Submissions for inclusio~ 'herein .m~t reach
the Lawrentian by 7 p.m. Tuesday precedmg publication.

The best-loved banquet, to be
held at 6:15 p.m., Tuesday, Feb.
16 in Colman dining room, is a
tradition in which the Lawrence
women unite to honor not only
,t he four best-loved but all senior
women.
This tradition started in 19'l4 as
a function of the annual meeting
of .the YWCA. Several years later
it was sponsored for the first time
by LWA.
The purpose of the £unction then
was to honor the four best-loved
senior women who were chosen
by a vote of the Lawrence women. The honor was originally
bestowed at a tea given for the
four girls and their mothers by
the faculty wives.
The tradition has since become a banquet at which the four
girls appear in traditional costumes and a speaker gives an address .
This banquet is open to all woman students, women faculty and
staff.

For Better BARBER SERVICE
... See ...

Orv's Barber Shop
108 South Oneida Street
Across from the Zuelke Building

a number of "skilled players";
the "Tutti, all those who can play
the third position, and .simple double stops"; and "Ad hb parts, for
less experiensed players ... and
for those who prefer .to use only
open strings."
THE WORK was written at the
request of the Royal Music &hool
Association of England to celebrate the 21st anniversary of the·
movement. It was first heard at
Royal Albert hall, London, in November, 1950.
Hogg's concerto received second
tirize in the 1953 Thor Johnson
'Srass Composition contest. Tb~
!omposer is a Ph.D. graduate of
the state University of Iowa, and
a professor of music at Eastern
New Mexico university.
Also on Sunday's program is the
"Concerto Grosso in D rp.ajor, Op.
6, No. l," by Arcangelo Corelli.
and the "Concerto in C Major, F.
XII, No. 2," by. Antonio Vivaldi.
SOWISTS in the Corelli work
are Celia Payne and Joan Elkins.
violinists; and Margery Homfeld,
cello.
Featured in the Vivaldi scorewill be Ellen Larson and Ruth
Dahlke, oboists; and Robert Clark
and Geraldine Otani, clarinetists.

McDonald to Speak
On Nestor's Palace
Professor William A. McDonald, chairman of the department
of classics at the University of
Minnesota, will deliver the inaugural lecture of the Archaeological
Institute of America, Appleton
society. at Lawrence university
at 8:15 p.m., Wednesday, Feb. 10
in the Worcester Art center. His
topic will ·b e "The Discovery of
Nestor' s Palace."
Nestor, an aged advisor to the
Greek troops during the Trojan
war, plays a significant part in
Homer's Iliad . He lived at Pylos,
where recent excavations uncovered clay tablets which have been
instrumental in the deciphering
of Linear B by Michael Ventris . .
The public is invited to attend
the lecture, and there will be a
tea follow:ina .t. for members of
the society. At this time people
will have
opportunity to meet
McDonald.
The society's next lecturer will
be Rodney Young. Young is
known for his work at Gordion,
the site of the tomb of the legendary King Midas of the golden
touch.

an
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Lawrentian Staff Petitions
Due Midnight Wednesday
PETITIONS will be accepted until midnight next
Wednes1day, Feb. 10, for editorial positions on the
Lawrentian. The new . editors will serve through the
second term of the 1965-66 school
year. Positions open include, editor, managing editor, news editor, feature editor, associate news
and feature editor(s), sports editor, photography editor and copy
edfror(s).
BUSINESS staff positions open
include business manager and
assistant business manager(s);
to facilitate the bookkeeping process, business staff terms will be
r eorganized to coincide with editorial terms.

,

THE ORIGINATORS of the Hootenanny, the New Christy Minstrels, will give a
second Special Projects concert on February 23 . Reviewers have called them a
• 's1ensation," "captivating" and "univer3ally enjoyable." Tickets are now on sale.

Life Calls New Christy Minstrels
'New Show Business Sensation'
By NANCY KAPLAN
THE NEW Christy Minstrels will nerform two evening concerts at 7 :30 p.m.
and 9 :15 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 23, in the Lawrence Memorial chapel Their performance marks the second of three Special Projects committee efforts.
The new Christy Minstrels are
Broadway originators of the Hootenanny; they ,brought it into the
White House last year. 'The group
is especially known for its American folk singing style and for its
vivacious appearance.
THE GROUP'S Broadway success came first as a result of a
performance at the famous Latin
Quarter nightclub. Their hooting
and strumming evoked such
phrases as "a new showbusiness
sensation" from Life magazine.
Variety, the sacred magazine

the melancholy ballad, the trademark of many folk singers today.
THE RESULT is a "streamlined" combination of , talent,
charm and geniality. The New
Christy Minstrels were a quick
success in night clubs and on the
concert circuit and television.
, Their record albums, released
by Columbia, became best sellers

Calendar.

of the entertainment world, said,

"The wide assortment of instruments and voices give the group
41.l a full-blown force with a captivating drive."

The New Christy Minstrels are

a group of seven boys and two
girls joined together in "composite good looks, distinctive folk harmonizing and expert musicianship. A mixture of comedy and
an expansive beat coml>ine to
make their performances universally enjoyable."
THE GROUP was formed in
1961 by Randy Sparks, a gifted
vocalist, instrumentalist and arranger, who conceived the idea
of patterning a modern singing
group after a company of preCivil war entertainers created by
Edwin "Pops" Christy.
The original group was formed
tempoN1rily for a single record
cutting, but sales were so overwhelming that a group was asked
to continue permanently.

The new group Sparks formed
was to use its ancestors as a
musical pattern only. He dec"iaed
t.o dispense with bad jokes and
cliche routines to concentrate entirely on the musical talents of
the singers. He did away with

Friday, February 5-

Artist Series - Coro do Brasil:
8: 15 p.m .. Chapel
Reception after concert, Union
Basketball vs. Knox, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 6-

Basketball vs. Monmouth,
1:30 p.m.
Phi Delt-Theta pledge formal
Sunday, February 7Film Classics: "Knife in the
Water" <Polish): 1:30 and
7:30 p.m., Stansbury
Panhel presents: 1:30 p.m.,
Union
Bridge tournament: 1:30 p.m.,
Union
Chamber orchestra: 4 p.m.,
Chapel
Colman Open house, 7:30-10:30

Desk editorships have been
eliminated and replaced by associate news and feature editorships in an attempt to develop ,and
increase individual responsibility
for the news and feature sections;
the new positions will carry editorial board rank as will all
others listed except sports, photography and copy editorships.

Tuesday, February 9-

Freshman Studies lecture-Roger W. Squire, assistant
professor of psychology on
Freud: 10:40 a.m., Stansbury
Mortar Board Smarty Party:
6:15 p.m., Colman
Thursday, February 11-

Winter weekend begins, 4:30
·p.m.

· Selections for all positions will
be made by the Lawrentian Boo.rd
of Control within a two-week period and the new staff will sub~
quently be announced. Members
of the board include the present
editor, the business manager,
the Student Senate president, Miss
Elizabeth Forter, Dean Vanderbush, Miss Mary Morton, and
Business Manager M,arwin 0.
Wrolstad.

The new editors will put out the
last two issues of the Lawrentian this term.

Applications should include the
individual's qualifications and his
ideas for improving the newspaper. Previous experience is not
requisite but will count heavily

in the U.S. with an aggregate total of over two million copies.

Some of the singles the group
has put out include "Today,"
..Denver," "Saturday Night,"
"This Is Your Land," "Liza Lee"
and "Green, Green." Their multilingual renditions of many songs
have made the Christys popular
in Europe, Asia and 121 countries
around the world.
THE MEMBERS of the New
Christy Minstrels come from ~11
over the U.'S. They vary rrom
having a B.A. degree in EnglisTi
to teaching degrees in physical
education and math, to being a
professional tap dancer, to a past
of college track heroism.
They range from approximately 20 to 30 years old. Several of
the grou,p members have distinguished television performances
to their credit.

The New Christy Minstrels' performances have been compared
to cheeseburgers and colorful corn
in October because they are so
American.
Tickets for the concerts are on
sale in the Lawrence university
box office in the Music-Drama
center. They are for reserve
seats at prices of $2.50, $2 and

"the store of friendly,
helpful service"

200 E. COLl.,EGE AVE.

<J~t

2

blocks from campus>

SLAX for the COLLEGE MALE

A-1 ROU·GES
with belt loops and just enough
taper. In Fortrel and Cotton
Poplin at $6.98. Wide Wale Cords priced
at $5.99

$1.75.

:r1,~l\.td

Monday, February 8-

Junior Recital - Nan Orthmann, piano: 8:15 p.m.,
Harper

in the selection of major editors.
PETITIONS should be turned in
to Lynn Kehoe at the Lawrentian
office or 61 Sage by Wednesday
night.

3-lo.n-":O'i6'

FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
by

CHARLES
the
FLORIST

at FERRON'S

Conway Hotel Building

'

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE

417 W. College
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;, Enca01p01ent Questions:
:~'I· What Is Worth More?

To the Editor:

Not to give the opposition the
benefit of- the last word, I have
decided to give a further elucidation of the stand taken in a ·Jetter
By NORA BAILEY
to this newspaper two weeks ago
"DECISION, PRESSURE, tens.ion, nerves
on the detrimental nature of the
'.'J} ~hat's worth more? College-an education? People Greek groups.
. ·.'·· -an education? Frustration, . thoughts--yet, an inThe following discussion is
:;,:- ability to express them. . . ." So
based on recuning patterns and
l' ·, 'i'eads the first statement on the rence, petitions provide the basis general tendenci,es of the Greek
rt. ' 1965 Encampment petition and it for formulating discussion topics groups, and does not deny the
is hoped that Encampment will for tlie Encampment weekend. It existence-- of minorities within the
t..::/ afford various Lawrence stude:its is important, therefore, to be spe- groups who do
conform to the
( the opportunity to express some cific, especially on the second general standaiis. lf the reader
question and to remember that is to make any ~ ttempt at all to
i ·. c,t· the~ tfloughts.
understand the ~ n present.:~4-'1 ·~-~ ~ " $ steering board is "brevity is the soul of wit"
'
b1_~ ~ ; other~
PETITIONS may be obtained ed here, lie muf,,'Joc* not just at
'.l:rrelM".sandy Leht.o, Tom from any member of the steer- his .own behavi«; but at that of
."· nley, ~llbdds, Tony Valukas, ing board; they are due by mid- the majority oP·the members of
"}.ifJyn;m· , ~trodJ. ,and Nora night February 28 to Sue Eaton, all the groups.
. '.bailey1 Enc~pment will be held Colman, or Tony Valukas, Phi
OBVIOUSLY, :,if a person has
, ., April 30 and May 1 and 2.
joined one gr<>lij) over another
Delt.
f ' The parpoee of Encampment Is
one, he will value ,his own group
Encampment provides many
;:. · • provide a weekend during which
more . than t~ other; but the
worthwhile
experiences.
The
stut ·-, aelected students of varying IDstandards of behavior of the other
dent is able to meet professors in
~ and backgrounds can ·a1sgroups may be the prevailing
a non-academic atmosphere, to
euss 1mh faculty members the
standard and mut not be ignored
broaden his circle of Lawrence acproblems of undergr,aduate eduif one is to attempt to study tne
eation in general and Lawrence quaintances, to ·. '8:ir his opinion system objectively.
about
things
&ha&
concern
him
and
in particular. - Its aims, goals,
There are three major areas
direction, et.c. Student selectloil to enjoy being out-of-doors and where the discuseion of this quesfree
of
books
fMa
weekend.
la based apon petitlons which lntion has centereJ: (1) the moralEncampment is not entirely lim•
~te .a student's major area of
ity, good or b8' ;of. the Greek
ited to the encamping students.
groups; (2) ~ , ...,assertion that
~ ~ ·the ·student .an on-May 6 ft6 J*l-Encanipment · some students · . · definitely
\' w .· expi:ess . . )1is~,; repmt · ~ be presented to the benefited from .' ·.· bership in a
· ~~~ :.af»out_
·~nt body for fts consideration. Greek group; .. c.: the presumed
l l(-~~\ •'. ', .
.
V
,;:.f :,
futility of attaclips or even questioning such dMJy .- entrenched
gtoups.
.' J '

'!..Ji .,..

~it ·
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Are-Your Spirits Down?
Then Stop in at

TheMARK

l{. .

JIJ >:t··
1~!' .~·:

LET US first ~ this question of morality:-in reference to
the groups. ~ most obvious
thing is the fac~t no one has
yet come up wit'i: tn ~ e n t to
refute the ch~ , that Greek
groups are tmifrt.
Even Susan ~ I i ; . in her let~er last week, ~~;' limfted ~ s~atmig, "the problem ;o( · in'Stitut10n1

~,,
Chamberl"to .Direct
Genet's ''lbe·. Maids'
~ '~.

5-'

ti;!,·· ~jtt'
_., . ,. t ·.
~- ·. :- ~.

:)_··. . ,M a·N·
Lik>I YOlt Best

Get Your HAIR CUT NOW at

BOB'S BARB·ER SHOP
Third Floor Zuelke Building

DO YOU FEEL THE NEED
FOR CULTURE?

-;;. ,.,

Do You Wish for That Old World
Atinoaphere?

"The Maids," ;e- ene-act play by
Jean Genet, will'be presented by
director David ~ r s on the
evenings of F ~--· 16 and 17
in the ExperimEIW theatre.
Cast as the ~ s are Joanne
Ristau as Clair ind Pam Jeffrey
as Solange. Becky Johnson will
play Madame.
Genet is a leading existentialist
playwright and •is thought of as
The Existentialurt by such men
as Sartre. This play contains, as
does many of his o.t hers, ritualistic elements.
It brings out ·the i,dea that
everything becomes futile as
reality progresses through ste~
of illusion and evil. Man is trapped in his own --·hall of mirrors"
which we call the universe.

CAMPUS
BARBEii SH0P
1

THEN STEP INTO THE REALM
· of

FRAIi 11d PAT'S PIZZA
,.

..

;'

, PALACE

for appointment

Dial RE 9-1805
231 East College Ave.
Appleton, Wis.

Gold Oushion
Appletofl 1 s Finest

Billiard Recreation
Center

.•

...-~.,., J~
,r
l'I, '

FREE DQRM DELIVERY on Two or More Pizzas

519 W. College

Until l :00 a.m.

13 Brunswick Gold

l ..

Crown Tables

·, ~ ·-"'·.:·,f:>. . " '.

alized discrimination is of course ·
difficult to defend on moral
grounds." This stat~nt was
followed by a finger directed to
informal groups on campus "that
are harder to 'break into' than
sororities." This accusation, however, is invalid since what we are
cpncerned with here are the "institutionalized" forms of discrimination, not the cliques which are
unavoidable in any society of persons.
Greek groups according to their
structure and functional behavior,
select for membership those ca11didates who meet the standards
of the group. These persons !Day
accept the offer of membership
in the group.
Those who do not meet the
standards of the group are indirectly informed of the matter, and
have the choice of either accepting membership in another group,
if they meet the standards of that
group, or in the case where they
did not meet any group's standards, they must remain outside
the groups and the Greek system.
This is based on the assumption
that' the persons involved desire
t.o join ~ group in the first place.
The question is: Is this discrimination? The only logical answer
is, yes. The ·existence of certain
standards to be met by each applicant is the definition itself of
discrimination. Some people are
included because they meet these
"standards," while others are excluded because they do not meet
them.
THE QUESTION then remains:
What makes this discrimination
immoral? <This discussion is' based on the assumption that we find
a value in morality and are repulsed by immorality.> It is the
nature of the "standards" for this
discrimination W.hich makes the
process immoral.
From a ·direct observation of

the group is discriminatory in its
selection of members, will not the
person who grows under these
conditions, have forfeited the opportunity to grow under conditions
of maximum individual discretion
and freedom?
ISN'T the student body at Lawrence already a selected group;
need we further categorize and
limit ourselves?
MY LAST point concerns what
most people at Lawrence would
consider the futility of questioning
•.. ·the wlue of the Greek gro,ups with
t..the aim of eliminating them. I ~
J'.~Ously do not feel that it is fuJ~ ·,· H I djd I yquld nol wast.e
,.,my time writing this letter.
' Heaven help us if we are al. ready middlwged conservatives
whose greatest desire is to leave
· ·things just as they are, since that
is the easiest and therefore the
• best Now is the time for each
of us to stop and examine the spot
of earth on which we stand. ·
The most difficult thing for
anyone is to question the value of
that which supports, an~ perhaps
in a superficial way enhances his
_, present existence. The mark of
a mature Mrson is his perceptivsness inloi his own condition and
his ability to study objectively
, something which he values.
.
LET us examioo the valuis :llf. ''
~ ~ Greek groups in regard lo the
.,. tt'U' p p o s ~ d "liberal education••
which we are here to acquire.
. Can we allow an institut,ionalized
form of discrimination to exist on
a campus of higher learning?
I would like to invite a reply to
· this letter from a member of a
t.:- Greek group (who have been si. lent up to now> and also a reply
from someone who could present
~. the opinion of the administration
{:on this question of the compatat ~ilhy. bf Greek- groups and a lib;~eral education.
J\]LIA MARER.

the different Greek groups on ~-~'"--.-_.., :.·\t :_· t
campus, it is obvious that there ... are common qualities in each -~.ij{:t\i; Editor:
which are easily visible. These
think that the library should
qualities are superficial by the rfr~ · kept open during the Winter
very fact that they are easily ~·~eekend. Viacations are meant
visible.
. . .
.~{'1J. lho~ concerned to spend their
From the sunple_fact that some ~~ the way they please, and if
people ca~ predict the group ~~ 5.tu~ents ·want to study dotwhere a grrl belongs simply by ~ -·' ·· the vacation that ls their
looking at her, we can see that J'.bwn.business.
' ·
th~ "_standards" for the m~r- [~rA,nyhow, the library is not just
ship i~ ~ Greek gro~p .are mdeed { a .place to study, it is also a place
superficial ones. Is thl:> the way .~:;(qi" browsing through magazines
an educa~ .pers~m, or Jf. you pre_; -'- or reading books nat related to
.fer, a Christian, Judges h1~ peers · courses. But even if some want
No matter how percept1v~ ~d to read books for their courses.
tolerant a person may be m ms that is their own affair. Let us
o~her relatio~sh~ps _with peo~le,
·h ave a ~hange from compulhis membership m a group which .:·sory study to compulsory leisure!
is founded on the very principle ·"
of including some and excluding .~~
MARTIN F. AKOR
others on superficial standards,
diminishes that person and the
morality of his individual be- ~ Td the Editor:
·. · I would like to take this opporhavior.
• • •
: , tunity to express my thankiS to
LET us move on to the second , all the people who helped make
area of discuss.ion, the assertion • 'Iiltern~ional weekend a sue~
that some students have benefited ' . Especially, I want to recognu.e
from their membership in a Greek >J~~ ~ose folks behind the scenes ~ho
group. This question was dis- ~ ~re so often forgotten, but wit.
cussed in the letter appearing in t 'ppt whose help the weekend could
this paper two weeks ago, ,;o I ~~t have run so smoothly.
.
will not repeat the whole discus- i. , .1\fy personal thanks go to Mike
sion.
, ,~ynn, Dru ·~ unson _and Sue ,~el-The most important point is the i-son. for chanmannmg discusSHJD
comparison of the benefits to the C~roups_; J. B. de Rooset for handdetriments of membership in a i.}mg ti.c~et sales; Baii? ~~
Greek group. It is my opinion ' for wr1tmg off-campus mvitabons
that the detriments outweigh the and announceme~~s and Betsy
benefits. If one considers, as did Selden for orga~IZmg . the coffee
Susan Nelson, the value of "learn- break between d1Scuss1on groups.
ing to be tolerant of others' opin- Thanks are. ~ue· alse to Pam S.
ions and others' personalities" as ?I for pro~1.d~ng off-campus housone of the benefits of membership mg for v1s1tmg ~tudents, ·Nancy
in a Greek group, then we must Stov~r. for . working . . on c~~
ask : Can't a person experience pubhc1ty. Anna Ma~k and vunD
this same growth without mem- ~aufman f~r arrang~g the .e ve~
bership in a formal group?
mg enter~amment, Kim Dammers
Does the Greek group actually for handlmg. the arrangements for
cause this growth, . or is it some- the after:dmnei, Mrs. Morgan
thing which a person will experi- and the kitchen c~e~ for a wellbl
'th t prepared and .efficiently
. t as pro r·t
1 a y w1 :m ·
. d b served
d r
ence JUS
the gm·a ance of th e group.? But meal .I and Susie Hil· e hrand 1or
· a·1
plannmg and arrangmg t e ecorf
· t th'18 f t th t
10
r:odm ~us
wt h ac
a anhil . - ations for the dining room.
v1 ua 1 s gro
occurs w e m
the group, and from the fact tha.t
PATRICIA BRONCZK
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Academic Aims

Conference Groups Discuss
Student's Role at Lawrence
By DIANE A. BANTHIN
. LAST WEEK'S Academic Aims conference was des1gn~d to start students thinking about Lawrence unive~1ty =!nd their relation to it. Convocation speakers
provided students with starting
points for discussion while evening discussion groups allowed
students to express themselves on
a liberal arts education.
IN Dr. Marshall B. Hulbert's
speech on "The Philosophy Behind a Liberal Arts Education"
he quoted learned scholars who
saw a liberal arts education as
a broadening experience.
He cited former president
Henry Wriston's four steps in a
student's growth: preclslon, appr'ffiatlon, eipinioa aad reflectin
1

·.

. .-~
·
·, HJ 'ftnt an to speek ol former
J)res$dent

~

X. Knight'i
two paradises: ·that of the past
which one wuferstands by losing
it a.d that <1f the future which
one never fully recognizes.
HULBERT concluded that those

ideas one has yet to meet are the
heart of the educated human experience.
Charles M. Brooks, professor of
art .a ad .e.rchiteclure, discussed
"'The Utility of a Liberal Arts
Edoeation." He emphasized the
aeed to t»e alone in discussing tbe

bmer maa. aad man's need to use
~wle4ge , in discussing the outer
~

- --

Discussion of individual aims,
centered on the reasons students
had for coming to a small liberal
arts school. Some gn)Ups staled

that Lawrence was

what

they

were looking for in small group
relationships and student-faculty
correspondence.
Others expressed that they had
no other choice but to go to college and that Lawrence was their
choice because <1f its small size.
ONE group viewed college as
a continual search for an answer, while another group felt
that a student cannot spend all
four years "finding.. · himseK.
Most groups ceaeluded that
Lawrence's size and atmosphere
were reasons that they bad come,
but some eI))l'essed Indecision as
to whether they had taken advantage of their liberal ~ucatlon.
Studen~ discussed a liberal education itself. In distinguishmg
a liberal education from a general one, students noted that the
liber~ one broadened their horizon; 't hat is, they came to appreciate the outside world because
they were aware of it.
IN comparing a liberal education to a vocational one, discus: sion groups saw value in that ·a
liberally educated person can
handle diverse situations and can
correlate different fields. It was
agreed ' that a liberally educated
student is "more pliable."
In diseussing liberal education,
most groups saw specialization as
a type of limilat.loD.. One group
felt th.at it was impossible to spe-

limitations centered

OD

convoca-

tion speakers and on a need for

recreational craftwork and an
open-photo dark room.
MOST student groups ~
one of the more ·talked-about problems, that of pressure. While
some thought the three-three program decreases pressure, others
thought it had an opposite effecl
One group discussed people at
Lawrence and concluded "students are inhibited! Fear! . . .
Fear! Simply afraid to •expose•
themselves to others.''
iDiscussion groups also spoke of
extra-curricular activities. Most
groups decided that outside activities provide an opportunity to use
knowledge and that a stuaent
could make time for these activ,i ties.
HOWEVER, one group considered that activities were not
w~ ,i t, for "they are cliques.''
This group saw more value in a

good conversation.
These views were taken from
a random selection of minutes
from the evening discussions. Although this report is not conclusive, it does show that students
have begun to think about Lawrence and their relation to it.

Hah to Lecture
On Red China

In being alone one can ruid
one's fulfilment. In using one's
knowledge one can come to an
understanding of one's own ideas.
Chong-Do Hah, instructor in
MRS. Margaret S. Gilbert, progovernment, will present the first
. fessor of bi.oiogf. concentrated on .
of a series of "Great Decisions"
three points< etudents must first
topics at a luncheon meeting at
increase pride in &elf; second,
12 noon next Thursday in Colman
decrease respect for parents and
His subject will be "Red
hall.
teachers, and third, dispose of
China.''
some of their innocence.
cialize at Lawrence, while others ' Hah is among seven members
She plaeed the responsibUHy
of the administration and faculty
saw
science majors as specialists.
of education on the individual,
One group of students saw a who will· speak during the eightrelating science to the process of
week series. Others are Dr. Richliberalizing effed in specializing
getting rid of innocence and of
finding a method of gaining and viewed research projects and ard 0. Whitcomb, associate profesor of German; and James D.
tutorials. as eiifective specializaknowledge objectively . . She conDana, assistant professor of eccluded that "'we need not tough- tion as opposed to specializing for
onomics.
professionalism.
ness but tough 1Jli1¥1edncss."
Also speaking will be Dr.
In <Dr. Vernon W. Roelof's
MOST groups viewed comoreMarshall
B. Hulbert, vice-presspeech about "The Obstacle in
hensive exams as a means of
Acquiring a Liberal Arts Educadrawing one's major together. ident of the university; Dr. Mojmir Povolny, associate professor
tion" he concentrated on man's Comprehensives were seen as a
of government; Dr. Harold K
<lecepti()n.
means of refreshing the memory
Schneider, associate professor of
HE spoke about the masks of
and of integrating various sources
anthropology; and John M. Roseconformity, of non-conformity, of
within a major field. Students
timidity, of insensitivity and of agreed that tutorials and honors . bush, director of alumni affairs
and development.
objectivity.
projet!ts were means of liberalizTopics for ~e series include
He reaffirmed that the responing and of developing creativity.
"Germany," "Trade, Food and
.sibility of obtaining a liberal eduStudents' ideas of a good teachDollars," "South Africa," "East·
cation rests on the individual.
er differed. One group reported
ern Europe," "The UN at TwenIn the 7 p.m. discussion groups,
that e teacher must be an actor
ty" "Viet Nam" and "The Popustudents and faculty met to talk
while the majority stated that ~
lation Boom."
about a liberal arts education.
teacher's only responsibility : was
The weekly programs include a
Discussions centered on the into show the best of what he knows.
luncheon and the topic discusdividual and his relation to Lawsion. All programs are public,
Grades were a topic of discusrence university.
but are limited to 25 persons. A
sion in m_a ny groups. Some
MOST groups discussed the aims
nominal charge is made to cover
viewed grades as a source of
ef Lawrence. The consensus was
luncheons and the cost of materpressure
and
noted
that
a
"C"
ut.
that the primary goal of Lawials.
.
longer is a satisfactory grade. Anrence is one of an individual naother
group
saw
pressure
corning
ture.
That is, Lawrence's aim is from a conflict between· "grinds"
foeused on preparing .individuals and "dilettantes."
MANicure Sets
and oo developing e sense of
GROUPS discussed the limitafor men, for ladies. Genuine
awareness of self and of environtions of Lawrence. The most obleather cases. Fine imple."'·,,,. JneU. . .
'
vious limitation is a small lib-·
ment,s ·for meticulous groom. ,, ..- ·. Lawrence's aim is not to pr e- eral arts school's. netessarily close
ing. $2.95 to $20.00 plus tax.
.'
pa~ graduate students ; howconfines and isolation .
Monogrammed free of charge
ever, undergraduates are preHowever, one group recognized
at . ..
pared to go on to graduate work.
that no college can ide,ally satisfy
THE student is provided with
all needs and that there must be
many choices of study ; thus Law- a loss somewhere in order to gain.
LUGGAGE • GIFTS
rence strives to create an atmosAnother major limitation that all
303 West Coilege Ave.
phere of effective decision-makgroups seemed to discuss is the
0 1:1 the Street of Qu a.Jit.r
ing.
lack of outside culture. Specific

'7'd-~

SQ,~.

TJIE PI:ANTZ o~en ho\lS': last
decorations., foreign music 'and ,·~
ment. While some roamed abo&aft

!~rts~ecors, others found time
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REVIEW-----------

~The Rector

~~ !:~ns] .

IT IS UN FORTUNATE that my reaction to Louis , '
Auchincloss' latest novel ''The Rector of Justin"
not that of the critics, who called the work a "~l4fi8ic',;

was ;-

in the noble .sense of the word"
and a "penetrating character
study."
THERE is no doubt that Auchiooloss knew about the subject
which he chose for the novel fD..
deed, the detail which he includes
presents a very real portrayal of

, ._ . ~
spite the mdisputed),y ex,.;..JJad ·,
!.

•

the l)OVel, it laiJ,.-~t'·
sent enything aew to the ~ ·.

quality of

Although Dr. Prescott Is an· im-r,-:
pressive individual, reading aballt,
him is dull business. 'lbe authOl"
fails to strike out int.o undiscov-

Dr. Prescott, the rector and ered areas.
,
founder of Justin Martyr an Epls;. ' · ~ ' :
copal New England boys: scbool.
.. IN ADDITION. tl,e ft9<let ~ He reveals with accmay _. ~ difficult to gr~ _ . ~ .•_
devotion the· problelllll wldr:h
m the Jl(Wel with which be can
emerge when a man saela • tile associate himself. The book beGod, PrescoU. 1s bmnera •• an · ~ personal to the extent ~t
environmen&
of beterogeneeas It excludes the reader. '!bat smp~orces: the students, the IIIM&en P~ litt~ Aspinw~ won't let you
and the trustees.·
dimb mto the JOUl'Dals and find
.Prescott's character is revealed
out what is really behind the
through a series of journals. Brian greatness of Dr. Prescott.
Aspinwall, an obsequious young
This Is indeed tbe wealmets
mast.er at Justin, harbors WInatural and naive devotion toward
the rector. It is he that takes on
the task of writing about Prescott's
life. even though he has known
the man for only a short time.
Brian's journals are interspersed
with the recollections of other major figures in Prescott's life.
CORDELIA,
the
Bohemian
daughter of the rector, provides
us not only with a unique slant
on the man's life, but also an
interesting story of her own adventlll'es.
Horace Havistock. gtvea as a
,chiJdhood portmlt of PreseoU, and
!David Grlscam, the lawyer, re•.lates the s&ory of Justin's hep
:Jdngs. .
Auc~ncloss has regulated his
_work ~ order to pr~nt his char;acter m a refreshing and yet

:penetrati'ng manner.

Yet, de-

that is SIIStalned &broaghout the
book. Whenever a very personal
part of the rector's life Is revealed., the reader ls eat off. In &be
end, one has only a traoneaW
commentary on the life of Frau

Prescott.
The man's inner self, his glow-

ing greatness, the character who
is apotheosized fl'Qm the beginning to the end. is in the final analysis still as much of a mystery
as he was before the book was
opened.

Perhaps some would rather
<.'ODSider this aspect a virtue of
the novel. Yet the frostration
which it imposes upon the reader
is not of the same nature as that
den'ved
the enigmas of, say,
"Herzog." It is a frustration that
comes from trying desperately to
become excited over what is. really rather boring material.
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From the Editorial Board

Grading Systent Change
In last Monday's Student Senate meeting, the proposal to modify the present three-point grading system
to an eleven-point system was defeated, while a further motion in favor of carrying p.Jusies and minuses
on transcripts was carried.
.
The fi.nst motion was defeated because 1t
tended to make the grading system too objective; yet
while students recognized this problem, still they considered the fine definition between grades important
,enough to pass the second proposal.
The Lawrentian feels that this second stop-gap
measure is impractical as well as unsatisfactory, for
it would be difficult for anyone examining transcripts
to consider pluses and minuses in relation to gradepoint averages which do not include them in the first
place.
That there was continued effort to modify the pres. ent system indicates an important dissatisfaction with
it. While the Senate's discussion and motions on the
problem are positive steps, perhaps the continued discontent indicates that a further look and perhaps a
change are necessary.
The alternatives to the eleven-point system are the
present three-point system and the "no-point" system;
the latter would in some way obviate grades as such
and would thereby have the advantage of reducing
the consequent studying solely for the sake of grades.
It is necessary, however, to look beyond theoretical
considerations to practical methods, of implementation.
Thus the Lawrentian suggests that when the report
of the commitee comes in, discussion on the alternatives should be re-opened: first, because the elevenpoint system was defeated by Senate representatives
who, in favor of some indefinite kind of no-point system, felt that the former system would aggravate the
problem by overobjectifying grading; and second, because we feel that discuss.ion of the no-point system
would. be more fruitful with concrete information upon which to base a decision.
The Student Senate constitution provides for matters deemed sufficiently important to be passed on to
an all-school referendum. The Lawrentian feels that
students have expressed enough interest in the que~
tion of the g~ading system to warrant a referendum on
all three systems upon conclusion of discussion about
them.
Thus we hope that the Senate will consider the matter sufficiently important to re-open discussion on the
eleven-p,o int as well as the three- and no-point-systems
and to pass on the final decision to the entire student
body. ·
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Party To Honor
Women Scholars
Mrs. Charles Breunig will speak
on "The Senior Panic; or Where
Do We Go From Here?" at Mortar Board's traditional Smarty
party at 6 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 9.
The party is given to recognize
the scholastic .achievementlS of
Lawrence women and will consist of a banquet and social hour.
Those invited include five women from each class with the highest grade-points for third term of
last year and the first term of
this year. Alums, honorary members and Mortar Board advisors
are also invited.
The senior women to be honored at this dinner are Pam Berget, Ruth Dahlke, Maija Dreimane, M a r y Hannegan and
Phoebe Rhodes. Junior women
are Nancy Beaudway, Kay Christensen, Nan Orthmann, Fawn
Pechman and Jeanne Schneider.
Sophomore women so honored
are Kris Knudson, Bobbie Paterson, Sue Raccoli, Marcia Rogers
and Janet Schmalfeldt. Freshmen women are Candy Jones,
Marilyn Manchester, Margi Meloy, Sandy Reising and Char
Sanna.

Lantern to Discuss
Work Camps, Trips
A special Lantern meeting on
summer work camps will be held
at 7 p.m., Tuesday, Feb. 9 at the
Art center. Lantern is also sponsoring a trip to Outagamie County hospital that afternoon. Students interested in participating
in the trip should meet at 1: 30
p.m. in the Union.
The evening program will concern possible summer employment, work camps in Chicago and
Milwaukee and Lantern service
projects such as trips to local
mental hospitals.
The program will include a
movie on foreign work camps and
discussion of American Friends
overseas work camps, American
work camps, inter-city church
projects, etc.

LAST WEEK'S International weekend offered a series
of three discussion groups considering .the relations of
the U.S. with her allies, with the Soviet bloc and with
neutral nations.
with

ED DUSOWSKY
and
GORDON LUTZ
"KNIFE IN the Water," this week's. Film Classics
offering is probably the most highly praised film to
come out of any country in the last few years, which
doesn't necessarily make it the
best, but one is hard-put to name
its equal.
THE DffiECTOR, Roman Polanski, a graduate of the Polish
State Film school, has fashioned
his first feature cut of a simple
initial incident that builds and
'builds on the tensions between an
aggressive husband, his bored
and beautiful wife, and a young
hitchhiker who cons them into
giving him a ride.
Piqued by the youth's effrontery, the husband invites the boy
to join them for a weekend on
their boat, intending to show him
up ,and assert his own prowess before his wife and their guest.
The relationships within the triangle, however, turn the cruise

Mayer Traces Developinent
Of Drainatic Harlequinade
DR. DAVID MAYER III, assistant professor of theatre and drama presented the development and characteristics of English Harlequinade in 18th- and 19thcentury pantomime and the simultaneous conditions of theatrical censorship.
IN presenting this year's second
Phi Beta Kappa lecture, "Nauseous Harlequin and the Censor,"
Mayer documented his talk with
research data gleaned from his
1959 study of the 1806-1836 pantomime period and his 1963 work
with the British Society for Theatre Research.
Mayer explained that Harlequin, a product of italy's professional Commedia Dell Arte, entered the English dramatic scene
with the re-opening of the English theatres ·in 1660 after the
Puritan repression.
A formerly despicable character in Italian drama, Harlequin
emerged as a comic acrobat who
entertained the audiences of more
serious drama with short farces.
IN TRACING the development
of Harlequin from a servant to a
romantic hero, charmer of Colombine, Mayer cited the contri'butions and successes of John
Rich in Covent Garden pantomime
despite criticism by notables like
Alexander Pope.
He also described several presentations by Joseph Grimaldi,
whose "skill as a clown further
increased the range of pantomime satire."
To supplement his · verbal descriptions Mayer showed illustrations of characters and costumes
of the era.
MAYER stressed the satirical

pantomime's function as an expression of the English public's
resentments toward the societycontrolling '·Squirearchy.''
Said Mayer, "There is a prevailing ~ias in pantomime satire
on the side of the city-dweller and
poorer £.armer, both of whom were
believed to be at the mercy of the
rural aristocracy, who owned
most of the land under cultivation,
determined voting rights by their
preponderance' in Parliament and
administered justice .as they saw
fit."
While the inspector of plays prohibited the production of other
works, Mayer noted, "at this period the pantomime was still beneath the censor's notice."
HE CITED John Larpent,· inspector from 1778 to 1824, "a man
of modest education and even
more modest abilities," who overlooked jabs at the English army
and laws because "he seems to
have been thoroughly confused by
the new 'genres,' " yet attacked
references to his Methodist religion.
Though the pantomifne gradually "began its slow but not inglorious decline into children's
entertainment," stated Mayer,
"the censor . . . flourished to impede with trivia and irrelevancies
such theatrical giants ,as Ibsen
and George Bernard Shaw."
In closing, Mayer quoted Shaw:
Censorship "leaves the poison on
the table and carefully locks up
the antidote."

into a contest of egos: duels of
viriUty; sexual conflicts; the difference between generations;
some comic, some sad, all with
the ring of recognizable truth
tinged with suspense.
MOST of the movie was filmed
aboard the small boat, which in
itsellf is ample testimony to Polanski's technical resourcefulness.
His prize-winning sho.r t "Two Men
and a Wardrobe" will round out
our Polanski festival this Sunday.
We are pleased to announce our
complicity in bringing John Huston's "Beat the Devil" to the
Lawrence campus for the Winter
weekend, Thursday, Feb. 11.
The script, which was mostly
made up as the shooting went
along, is by Truman Capote
('~Breakfast at Tiffany's"), and
the cast includes Humphrey Bogart, Peter Lorre, Gina Lollobrigida, Jennifer Jones and Robert
Morley~ that Englishman with the
unforgettable f aee that is screamingly funny.- whether it's trying to
1
be or not.
IT'S ALL a'bout these crooks
with a scheme, and where that
scheme leads them must be seen
to be believd.
Of course the whole thing is a
parody of this crowd's great adventure movies; Humphrey Bogart plays a well-done Humphrey
Bog.art, Pete Lorre plays a finely
turned Peter Lorre, and the
dames are as tender and luscious
as ever.
And if that isn't enough, there's
always Robert Morley's face.
On the downtown circuit, watch
for MGM's "World of Comedy" at
the Viking, a worthwhile anthology of the Golden Years, although
the . selection of some of the
pieces as comedy leads one to
wonder about the sense of humor
of the gentlemen at MGM these
days. Its companion feature is
strictly for English dogs and mad
men.
LAST WEEK'S column should
have read at one point: "Probably every modern Swedish artist
owes a debt to Strindberg . . . ,.
not Sjoberg as printed. With all
due respect to Mr. Sjoberg, we
meant to give Strindberg credit
for "Miss Julie."
SUBSCRIBER NOTICE

The next regularly scheduled issue of the Lawrentian
will be published Friday, Feb.
19. A spedal election issue will
appear on campus Monday,
Feb. 15, but will not be mailed
out. The Lawrentian will not
publish Friday. Feb. 12, tiecause of Winter weekend.
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Phi Delts Hold First Place;
Delt Cagers Keep Second

Vikings Lose
Hockey Gaine
Lawrence's Hockey club played
its first game of the season at
Jones Park against the Green
Bay Hornets last Wednesd~y,
January 7. Despite ,a 9-1 losing efort the Vikes played a good game
and have prospects of winning a
few games in the near future.
Because of limited ice time, the
Vike pucksters could not keep up
with the Hornets who practice
every day.
The Viking six held the Hornets scoreless for the first eight
minutes of the first period, when
the Hornets let go with four quick
goals. Starting goalie Steve Good
received a slight injury to the
neck before the third goal, but
finished the period with only a
4-0 deficit.
Steve Blair took over in the nets
at the beginning of the second
period, and held the Hornets to
only two additional goals. The
Vikes slowed down but still put
up :,l good ,battle.
As the third period opened, the
Vikings retaliated with a goal by
Bob Duncan, assisted by Peter
Nash. The hopes of the pucksters
were still high, but the precision
play of the Hornets, leaving two
men in front of the goal at all
times, was too much to take.
Blair played ten minutes of the
third period, allowing only one
more goal, when freshman Dave
Fawcett took over the nets. The
Hornets . dropped in two more
goals before the final whistle,
making the score 9-1.
The club hopes to schedule
three or four more games with
the Hornets in the near future,
along with gam~ with other
clubs.
·

A SEVERE BLOW was dealt to the hopes of -the
Lawrence university swimming team last Saturday as ·
they were overwhelmed by the University of Wis~on-

44-26 score. Chuck J?rdla paced
the Taus with 18 points.

sin-<Milwaukee, 69-25. The Vikes
were able to win only two events
and garnered only three seconds
against the largest school in the
state co1_11erence. One of the Lawrence wmners was Fred Nordeen
who bested his opponents in the
butte~fly and turned in his best
clockmg of the season.

On Friday the Phi Tau luck
changed and the Phi Garns outscored them 71-34. Gary Schutt
and Lynn Lundeen were high
with 21 and 20 points respectiveJy. On Tuesday the Fijis were
not as fortunate, ·however, as the
unbeaten Phi Delts rolled past
them 60-40.

Tbe other victory was ear._ed
by John Isaac who teamed up with
Niek Vogel to take a one-two finish in the ·~ t stroke. At the

Balanced scoring by the Phis·
with Gary Hietpas hitting 16 and
Steve Wickland and Tim Knabe
dropping in 12 apiece was enough
to offset Shutt's 18 points for the
Fijis.
IN THE final game of Tuesday
night the Betas put on a fourthquarter splurge and topped the
Sig Eps 61-4'5. Mike O'Neil led all
scorers with 22 points while Rod
Clark contributed 17 for the winners. Tom Hedin hit for 18 for
the Sig Eps.

end of six laps, the lone UW-M
entry, who was leading the pack,
thought he had finished and stopped while the Vike contestants
continued to take the top two
plaees.

For the first time in two years,
neither of Coach Eugene Davis's
divers was able to finish on top.
Larry Wilson was awarded c;ecand and conference champ' Dan
Fo.stet took a third for the first
time in several seasons. The
other Vike second was recorded
by Dana · Zitek in the 100-yard
freestyle.

In the big game of Friday night
the Delts tripped the apset-minded Betas 51-48 despite O'Neil's 24
points In a losing cause. Dave
Crowell and Al Thuren were high
for the Delts with 14 and 12 points
respectively. This win gives the
Delts a elem: shot at second place.

In Friday's finale the Phi Delts
ran up the high~st score of the
c;eason in dumping the Sig Eps by
3 99-51 score. .Led by Steve Wickland's 26 points and Steve Bernsten's 25, the Phis placed nine
men in the scoring column. Tom
Hedin was high for the Eps with
18.

MINOR SPORTS continue this
week with compet1tion in bowling, handball and ping-pong.
Standings are still tight but should
open up this week as the contenders meet in all sports.
Basketball standings .now read:
W.L.

6 0
Phi Delts
4 2
Delts
3 3
Betas
Fijis
3 3
Sig Eps
1 5
Phi Taus
1 5
Ping-pong competition is developing into a two-team contest
while the other four groups appear out of the running. Standings
of the top read:
W.L.
Fijis
14 2
13 3
Betas

Launderette

AVIS
REIT-A-CAB
WEEKEND SPECIAL

Friday Noon Until
Monday, 9 o.m.

$4.00

Cornell will be especially powerful in sprints and they also have
quite a strong contingent of returning lettermen.

MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

Jerry's Pipe Shop

209 East College Avenue

Appleton, W°ISCOMin

Lawrentiu .Athlete c,f the Week

• • •

Schultz Law.rentian
Athlete of the Week
Honors this week go to Dick
Schulitz whose over-all floor agility, both DD offense .and defense,
led the Viking cagers to a thrilling 71-68 upset victory over the
arch-rival Ripon Redmen.
Schultz, who scored 15 _points,
upped his total to 155 for a 12.9
average, third highest .on the
team. He also stands thini on the
club in the rebounding department.
Looking like a ubiquitous gazelle, Schultz was effectively quick
and alert on defense and equally
snaPJ>y as playmaker, rebounder
and marksman. Schultz's sparkle in the second half was a crucial part of the Viking comeback.

TELEPHONE REGEtH 4-26.
AREA CODE 414

Immediate Confirmation of Reservations
See MARY PROCTOR, our Campus Representative .
Cit RE 4-9043

IN PERSON ... 3 NIGHTS ONLY

Highway 41 -

West DePere

Proudly Presents

"Johnny and the Hurricanes".
LARGE SELECTION of SUPPLIES

"JA-DA" -

"CROSSFIRE" -

"RED RJYER ROCK11

PARTY and -GIFT SHOP

Hear •.•

PROGRAMX
Jim Choudoir

A Day -Plus 10c a Mile

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

105 East Franklin Street
APPLETON

9:30-10:30 ,p.m.

For Reservations Call
RE 4-2346

Grinnell's four returning lett_ermen, John Kraai, ~ph Pray,
How.a.rd Schein and Tony Horton
scored aU of the team's 29 points
in the conference meet last
March. The Pioneers will be very
' strong in nearly all events as· they
have a good record-setting crew
of sophomores.

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.··.

DJCK :SCHULTZ

Prices to Match
Pick-up and Delivery

ONE DAY SERVICE
RE 4-5674

THIS WEEK the team is in Iowa
where they swam Grinnell today
and will ta~ on the Cornell Rams
tomorrow. Both Iowan teams are
reportedly very strong, especially
in freestyle. Grinnell finished
fourth in the conference meet last
year foMowed by Cornelrm fifth.

For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SUPPLIES, ART
and DRAFTING MATERIALS

QUALITY CLEANING

Heller's
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UW-M Upsets Vikes 69-25;.
Tankers Journey To Iowa ·

THERE WERE two nights of games played in th.e
interfraternity league last week. On Tuesday, the final game of the first round was completed, and on
Friday the te~s repeated the
schedule of opemng games. The
Phi Delts continued to hold onto
first place while the Delts boosted themselves closer to a secondplace finish..
.
IN THE first game on Tuesda~
the Delts ~ere ~pset by the Phi
Ta~s ~ho ~ domg so garnered
their first wm of the season; the
undP.rmanned Delts bowed by a

The LA WRENTIAN

on WHBY -

1230 on Every Dial

FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 5th - 6th - 7th

Admission $1.00 - Open 8 p.m.
"Where Entertai .n ment Reigns Supreme

Cagers Edge Ripon, 71-68,
To Break String of Losses
Vikes Trail at Half-time; I Lawrence t~ Ho;fJ

Page Eight
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O'Fallon Shot Gains Lead I Knox, Monmouth !
'· THE LA WREN CE Vikings broke their three-game
· losing stre.a k by defeating t?e third-p1ace Ripon ~edmen, 71-68, last Saturday m Alexander gymnasmm.
For Lawrence, the win marked
· the end of a very unsuccessful
· road trip .on which they lost all
thre.e games. The Vikes have yet
win on the road, while only one
of their five conference defeats
have b€en at home.
THE GAME followed the pattern
which most recent Lawrence
games have set, with Lawrence
falling behind early in the game
and · · struggling to stay within
striking distance.
· Ripon was bot in the opening
minutes of the game, while Lawrence. couldn't seem to buy a
basket. With good outside shooting and. some favorable brooks,
Ripon jumped to leads of 11-2 and
15-6 before the Vikes could get
their offense going.
Center Earl Hoover accmmted
for . most of Lawrence's scoring
in ·opening minute's as leading
scorer Tom Steinmetz couldn't
.. find th~ range in the first half.
-Burly . forwards Beck and Noel
frQm· Ripon dumped in basket
after basket on a seemingly un. stopable screen play that consistently . .left them with short
jump shots.··
BUT AS· soon as the Vikes had
:figured out how to defense that
play, the league's fourth leading
-scorer, Jim . Cahoon, started hit:' :Ung from the corner. Ripon's fine
.· shooting ·· combined with Lawrence's cold -streak left Lawrence
trailing by" 16 points just before
halftime.
:·. · Howe v e r, . by hitting four
straight. points before the inter..
·mission and eight straight afterwards, the Vikes closed the mar. gin fo four points, at which time
Ripon called time-out with the
~·fans . giving the Vikes a standing
~~for-their fine effort.
. ·..,~''margin .stood at four points
'{of-much of the second half with
· · the- Vikes seemingly unable to
:clpse..- the margin which was pri~~y ~ ·to the fine shooting of

Ripon's jumping-jack center,
Willie Rogers, pulled down four
straight rebounds and sank two
baskets to cut into Lawrence's
lead. With four nien oarrying four
personal fouls, Hoover, Steinmetz,
Gordy Bond and Mike O'Fallon,
the Vikes could not afford to be
aggressive on defense.
Soon after Bond picked up his
fifth personal, Lawrence found
itself trailing again. Then, with
1:10 to go, O'Fallon stepped to the
free-throw line with a one-and-one,
with the score at 66-65 in favor
of Ripon. While the crowd held
its breath, O'Fallon sunk both of
them to put Lawrence ahead 67-66.
THE VIKES collected a basket
and a free-throw while the Redmen got a basket. With ten seconds to go and Lawrence leading
70-68, Hoover was fouled. He
missed both shots but got his own
rebound on the second shot and
was fouled.
This time he made one and as
he missed the second, Ripon got
the rebound and called time-out.
Ripon attempted a full-court p,ass
that sailed far over the nearest
man's head.
Then, Lawrence
threw the ball ·i n from under their
own basket .and it was all over.
Coach Clyde Rusk says, "This
was a real team effort. An nine
men that were in the game added a considerable amount to the
victory. Besides the fine jobs by
Schultz, Steinmetz and Hoover, I
think it's important to mention
the performances of guards Rick
Kroos and Bill Prange. They came
off the bench in the second half
to set up several mighty important plays.
"ALSO, O'Fallon showed real
concentration when he sank those
two free•throws to put us anead.
AH in all, we can really be proud
.
of this game."
The difference showed up in
the sf,atistics. Lawrence pulled
down 42 rebollllds to, 28 for Ripon.
...~ ..- _ ··.
:; 2:~
~ sop)iomore guard Dick Lawrence shot a phenomenal 49.1
. . ,;Ji,&Jt&,eame to life. Schultz hit per cent from tlte floor while Rip-· .~ straight of Lawrence's bas- on shot a mediocre 38.1 per cent.
Lawrence is now tied for sixth
. iets and with a little less Lhan
· se.v,en minutes to go, Hoover hit in the Midwest conference with
. Steinmetz with a pass and the rival Beloit. The leader is Knox
.junior forward hooked a lay-up to · with a 5-2 record. With half the
tie-the score. Several baskets by conference season to go, Lawrence
Hoover , and long .jump-shots by could greatly improve its present
Sehultz. and Steinmetz gave Law- 4-5 record if thE: Vikes can start
to win on the road.
. ' rence· its widest margin.

.to

This weekend, Lawrence will
host Knox and Monmouth in Midwest conference basketball tilts.
Knox is leading the conference
with a 5-2 record. The leading
scorer for Knox, Doug Ziech, is
averaging 20. 7 per game, good
enough for fourth place in the
scoring race.
Two weeks ago, at Knox, the
Siwashers easily disposed of the
Vikings. With the Vikings taking
an upset victory over Ripon, it
looks like an interesting rematch.
Another interesting rematch
will occur Saturday when Monmouth arrives. Although Monmouth is in seventh place in the
standings, the Scots sport the
second- and third-ranked scorers
in Dick Rodgers and Gary Gilliland, averaging 21.8 and 21.1 respectively.
The game played at Monmouth
two weeks ago found Monmouth
edging Lawrence by three points.
The great difference in the caliber of basketball played by the
Vikings on the road and at home
should make both games exciting.
Preceding the Knox game on
Friday, the still-undefeated frosh
will take on the junior varsity
from St. Norb€rt's. They play an
exciting type of basketball which
is well worth the time.
Coach Clyde Rusk said, "I was
pleased with ,t he turnout for the
Ripon game and I'm sure it had
a part in our fine performance.
The games this weekend are just
as important in the conference,
standings and a large turnout
could help us pull another upset."
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plays
your reco~~s

LAWREN CE seems to be left out of the picture as two

Ripon players jostle for the ball in laat Saturday's
game, but the Vikes broke thei:r three-game losing
streak by defeating the MWC third-place Redmen.

Titans Down Vike Matinen;
Grapplers to Face Redinen
THE OSHKOSH Titans proved too much for the
Vike matmen as they easily downed them 32-3, in a
meet held at the Oshkosh gym lasit Saturday. The Lawrence grapplers were further
handicapped by the fact that the
123-and 130-pound contestants
were ill with the flu. This caused
the Vikes to forfeit these two
matches and enter the meet with
a ten-point deficit.
GIVEN this ten-point advantage
the Titans, who are undefeated
in dual meet competition this
year, continued to build. their
lead. The Vike 137-pound wrestler, Jesse Oden, was pinned by
his Oshkosh opponent in the third
period.
At 147 pounds, Da\re Moore, who
wrestled a former state champion, Jim Hu~r, lost a close d~
cision, 5-3. Al Blomgren, the 157pounder, lost the meet's closest
match as he fell to another former state champion, 6-5.
The powerful Titans had another former state champ in their
ranks, this time from Minnesota.
He edged Vike captain BertHansen 5-2 ·in their 167-pound battle.

manually or

'

..

OAKS
--Quality Candies--

LETON STATE BANK

Member FDIC
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'<.Clark's Cleaners
Offers You:

1. THE QUICKEST SERVICE
2. THE CLEANEST CLOTHES
J. THE SHORTEST WALK

•
See Them Today at
311 E. COLLEGE AVENUE-APPLETON

Just a Block Up the Avenue

automatically

r-:~:1~~~~-1

Whether you play your single records
manually or automatically, or stacks
of records in automatic sequence, you
enjoy the same quality of performance
you associate with turntables that can
only be played manually.
The Miracord has a heavy die-cast,
dynamically balanced, 12" turntable,
a mass-balanced transcription arm,
and a choice of either of two motors:
Model 10 with 4-pole induction motor,
$89.50; Model lOH with Papst hyster•
esis-synchronous motor, $99.50. Base
and cartridge are extra.
Come in to see it at •••

RICH AGNESS, wrestling at 177
pounds, won 2-0 ' in notching his
second straight dual meet victory
for the Vikes' sole win of the
meet.
John Hepperly at 191
pounds led through his entire
match, but made one fatal mistake and was pinned.
Heavyweight Gerry Gatzke had
a 300-pound opponent who proved
just too big to handle. Although
Gatzke put up ,a good fight his oppc>nent's weight was too much
and he fell, 4-1.
Although the matmen won only
one match, most of the individual
contests were close. With a few
breaks in their favor, this could
have been a good meet. As it
was, the individual wrestlers
showed promise which wiH be put
to. the test this Saturday against ·
arch-rival Ripon. The Vike matmen beat Ripon earlier this year
in a quadrangular meet·and coaca
Ronald Roberts feels "that we
should b€at than again."

*
*
*
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Fancy Heart Boxes
Stuffed Animals

Valentines and Cards

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
Open Weekdays 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Closed Saturday and Sunday Evenings

Valley Radio
Distributors
518 N. Appleton St.
Appleton

RE 3-6012

Box 975

Our Candy Made and Sold ONLY From •••
413 W. College Ave.

